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News '
Briefs
Americon Airmen
Kidnopped
ANKARA - Four airmen were
kidnapped Thursday afternoon by
political extremists in Turkey
and a ransom of $400,000 was
demanded by 6 a.m. Saturday
(11 p.m. EST Friday) or the men
would be executed by firing squad.
The time limit was originally
twelve hours earlier, but when
Turkish authorities captured one
of the kidnappers, it was extended to allow time for his release, which was demanded as
part of the ransom. Rioting erupted when police attempted to
search the university after a tip
that the men were being held
there.
Capital Damaged
By Bomb
WASHINGTON - A powerful
bomb caused considerable damage when it exploded in a portion
of the Senate wing of the Capitol
March 1. The explosion was believed to be part of a plot by
extremists to hasten the Senate
in pulling troops out of Viet Nam.
No one has been arrested, although several clues are being
followed.
Pennsylvania
Bankrupt
HARREBURG, PA. - Pennsylvania went broke Monday and
faced the possibility of not paying
70,000 state employees until
money could be provided. Gov.
Milton J. Shapp has halted payments to private firms which
provide vital services and refuses to sign paychecks until the
state legislature approves his
tax plan, which would alleviate
the problem.
Voting Rights For
Women Rejected
GENEVA - Liechtenstein remained the only Western area
where women cannot vote after a
referendum to establish suffrage
failed last week. The split occurred between the young and
older men, who did not want to
be merely copying their more
powerful neighbor, Switzerland,
which just voted in women's suffrage recently.
P. M. Trudcou Marries
VANCOUVER, B.C. - Prime
Minister Pierre Trudeau ofCanada was married in a quiet ceremony Thursday night to Margaret Sinclair, the 22-year-old
daughter of a politician. Although
the couple had dated frequently,
the marriage came as a surprise to the nation.
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Students Question Judicial
Procedures At Open Forum
By ETHEL REITER
"How can you say the system
doesn't work? The system does
work," replied Dr. Henry I.Willett, Jr., to approximately 500
students, who challenged and
questioned the fairness of Longwood's judicial system at the
Judicial Board Open Forum, held
in the Gold Room last Thursday.
Dr. Willett made the opening
statement at the conference which
Judicial Board opened to the student body in an effort to explain
the structure and procedures of
the judicial system here.
In his opening remarks, Dr.
Willett gave what he considered
to be two valuable purposes served by the conference. The first
purpose is the dispelling of rumors, and the other is the possible soliciting of suggestions for
improvement of the judicial system.
The president went on to make
some general statements concerning the law. He believes that
there exists a great deal of misconception as far as the law is
concerned. "It is a common fallacy on the part of many people
to equate the procedures of a
court of law with those of a college disciplinary hearing. Students possess some fundamental
rights, but they are not analogous to the rights of a citizen,"
stated Dr. Willett.
According to Dr. Willett, the
courts require three things in
student trials: a statement of the
charges, a fair trial (which does
not include the right to legal
counsel), and substantive evidence.
Joan Putney, Chairman of Judicial Board, stated the procedures if a student is"turnedin."
First, an individual must report
a student to a Judicial Board
member. After this, there is a
preliminary notification at which
time the Chairman and ViceChairman go and talk to the accused and any witnesses. The
charge is then determined. The

trial is held as soon as possi- said that it was not fair to dible. The only people having any rect this question to Sandy Oliknowledge of the charge are the ver, therefore, Joan Putney anChairman and Vice-Chairman. It swered. When we go to see someis explained to the other board one we tell them who we are.

where I would, though. If anyone
was convicted of being a pusher
by Judicial Board, then I would
strongly recommend that this
student be prosecuted.
QUESTION - When a person is
suspended for violation of the
Honor Code what records can be
seen?
ANSWER - If the period of suspension is still in effect the records can be shown to anyone inquiring in an official capacity.
QUESTION - Is there a list of
suspected narcotics users circulated among members of the administration and faculty.'
ANSWER - Dr. Willett indicated that he had a mental record of sucli suspects, but lie lias
no knowledge of a published list.
QUESTION - Who testifies
first, the accused or the accuser?
ANSWER - Joan Putney replied
that the accused comes in and Is
Pholo by Don Hall
charged. Another board member
Joan Putney, head of Judicial Board makes time for classes.
went on to say that the system i.s
members after they go into the wlmt they are accused of, and we set up to be flexible so that il
hearing. After this, the accused remind them that tying is in vio- works on a human basis and not
is brought in, and she states her lation of the Honor Code. Dr. according to "all this le i
plea followed by her testimony. Willed added that there is no le- stuff." Therefore, if we feel that
the accused or the accuser should
The accused leaves the room, gal requirement for the statetestify first we can act on these
and her character witnesses give ment of a student's rights.
their statements. After all testiQUESTION - In a narcotics toolings,
QUESTION - I have read tliat
monies are given, the board charge can a student decide if she
members decide on the penalty. wants to be dealt with by the it is one's legal right to face
his accuser during the trial in
The conference was then campus or civil authorities?
thrown open to student questions
ANSWER - Dr. Willett said that order to challenge his accusaand suggestions. Cy Young, a narcotics charge is in violation tions. Does one ever face his acChairman of Panhellenic, made of Longwood's social code, and, cuser here?
ANSWER - In MOt) in lances
the first statement from the au- therefore, a student is subject
dience. With several students to the Judicial Board. The de- the accuser is noi rtvi lied in
standing to show their support of cision as to whether or not you order to avoid conflict between
her words, Cy Young said that the will be prosecuted by civil au- ttie accused and tli<- accuser.
group wished to direct all ques- thorities is that of the CommonQUESTION - What specifically
tions to Judicial Board members. wealth's Attorney. I am bound un- are the "prevailing standards"
However, these questions were der law to report such felonious as stated in the Handbook?
not intended to be taken per- conduct to the Commonwealth's
ANSWER - Joan Putney ansonally.
Attorney; however, I have never swered that they are the social
QUESTION - I wish to direct suggested that a student be prose- and Honor regulations stated in
the first question to Sandy Oli- cuted. There is one situation the Handbook.
ver. Are our rights as students
read to us when we are first
approached by Judicial Board?
ANSWER - President Willett

Extension ()f Curfew Hour
During Week Approved For Spring
By SHEILAH MARTIN
Frankie Brown, Chairman of
Legislative Board, and Mary
Tabb Johnston, Chairman of Residence Board, were notified by
Dr. Henry I. Willett, on March 5,
that he has approved a curfew extension to 12:00 on week nights.
The boards had originally asked
for the curfew to be extended to
12:30 to eliminate any confusion
resulting from the threedifferent
curfews which now exist.
The new curfew will not become effective until after spring
break. Dr. Willett said the delay
is to allow time for all the head
residents and desk girls to be

notified of the change. He also
mentioned that the student teachers will have returned by that
date so that the adjustment will
be made by the entire student
body at one time.
"Due to lack of funds, for this
year," said Frankie Brown,
"I.ankford and the library can
not be held open any longer."
However, there is a possibility
that funds will be appropriated
for that purpose next year. The
classrooms will probably be left
unlocked longer so that the students may use the additional half
hour to study in the buildings if
they wish.

I'holo by Ptltr Yoanfbkoal
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Judge Rules Paper
Belongs To Students
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Reprinted From ASG News
Justice Alfred A. Arraj, chiet
judge of the U. S. District Court
in Colorado, ruled Feb. 11 that
Dorothy Trujillo for the Southern
Colorado State College (SCSC)
ARROW be reinstated in her
position as managing editor and
refunded back pay.
She was fired by the paper's
faculty adviser and the college
administration when she tried
to publish "controversial" material including an editorial that
condemned the administration for
proposing new faculty parking
lots. Since earlySeptember, Trujillo was required to submit all
"controversial" material to the
faculty adviser.
In the precedent setting decision, Arraj ruled that "the
state is not necessarily the unfettered master of all it creates.
Having established a particular
forum for discussion, officials
(Continued on Page 7)

ICetbn toW €&W
A Loss Of Rights

Beware Of
Friendly Advice"
In our grade conscious oncl competitive college
atmosphere students are extremely sensitive to anything
thot might jeopardize their grades Professors cannot help
but be a wart o< the influence that they have over student', thoughts and activities when the question of grades
come, up There are professors here at Longwood who
take advantage of this student professor situation often
undei the guise o( "friendly advice " This "friendly ad'ten intimidating
As much os I hate to harp on this point, I feel it
ssory for it occurrs in some form each week Several
faculty mi mbeis whether uworeof it or not have intimidated many students in not writing for the Rotunda BeI einarks concerning possible grade lowerings,
it ions and threats of liable students are
trilling to commit themselves In this tense atmosphere
powerful, students may ask, what
fret i
i tin press5 If students feel Intimid
t all freedom oi the press does not exist. The
o.lK id> ii e then bus served its purpose, to keep the
found that if a faculty member has
student beforehand, it is extremely difficult to convince thi
rwise Faculty members look
at youi present meti
I
nvincing indents Do you
the friendly advice" tactic' Whom are you kidding
A popei
inn, t lie mn competently by students who are
afraid to write what they see and feel
— L

W

Dear Editor:
At the open meeting with the
Judicial Board and Dr. Willett,
it became apparent that Longwood
students have lost two of their
most basic rights. Rights, our
judicial system held dear before
there was a Longwood.
The first is the right to face
one's accuser and hear all evidence she presents against you.
Judicial Board has stated that it
cannot force an accuser to reveal
her identity to the accused. The
board could refuseto act until she
did so. If a girl is ready to accuse
a fellow student, she should be
willing to face that student.
The second is the right to remain silent without the fear that
silence means guilt. Dr. Willett
told us that the courts have ruled,
that in college judicial cases,
silence can weigh against the accused. The Supreme Court lias
ruled (Miranda vs. Arizona) that
silence cannot be interpreted as
guilt. I am fully aware that college judicial cases differ from
criminal cases, but are we to be
given less consideration than
those accused of criminal offenses?
If we are not afforded every
right that other citizens have,
then Longwood's judicial system
cannot be considered fair or
successful.
Leigh Pierce

A Challenge
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Dear Editor:
I challenge the opinions of your
anonymous reviewer concerning
"Jesus Christ, Superstar." I do
not find the recording blasphemous, mediocre, needlessly
clever, or reactionary. It is not
merely this one particularly illtempered reviewthat prompts me
to speak; the charge of a lack of
musical sophistication has arisen
in several quarters against this
recording. As for your reviewer's sophistication, anyone who
really believes that in conventional opera the music has a tendency "to become somewhat subordinate to, and tied to, the structure of the words," would be
rather nonplussed to hear Mozart's opinions on the same matter. In fact, conventional opera,
historically speaking, has been
perhaps the most effective enemy
of language before television, but
that is another low

Not one of the reviewers I have
read has noticed that the dominant
influence on "Superstar" is neither Mozart, nor V erdi, nor Wagner, but Brubeck. If weare indeed
to attack a new work because it
fails to become either conventional opera or conventional rock
and roll — because, in effect, it is
original rather than conventional
- are we to deny the rhythmical
revelation this recording offers
because neither Elvis Presley
(in fact) nor almost any conventional operateer (in effect) feels
at home in 7/4 or 5/4time? Perhaps if Webber and Rice had
called their work an oratorio
rather than an opera we would all
feel better. They have used these
"new" tempos with such facility
that apparentely those reviewers who find the recording unsophisticated cannot detect them.
Doesn't anyone remember how
Brubeck played a single rhythmic figure over and over all
through "Take Five" so no one
would get lost (this is according
to Brubeck's own testimony)?
How does one answer the charge
of blasphemy? I can think of only
one reply to anyone who says it
is blasphemy to suggest that the
Apostles never fully understood
Christ during His lifetime: cocka-doodle-doo, cock-a-doodledoo, cock-a-doodle-doo.
I think "Superstar" is a very
remarkable work of creative reverence. To those who believe
"creative reverence" to be a
contradiction in terms, there is
indeed nothing to say.
David C. Vest
Assistant Professor
of English

Public Opinion
Dear Editor:
In the ROTUNDA of March 3,
the vice-president of the college,
Col. Carr, is quoted with regard
to his reaction to the termination
of tuition grants by the Longwood
Foundation: "One is concerned
with the quality of education that
their (sic) children recieve, and
they won't get it at the county
high school." While this may be
a prevalent opinion among whites
in the county, I find it quite out of
place for an administrator of a
state owned college to belittle a
public high school in this way. The
clear implication is that the white

segregated private high school is
vastly superior to the public high
school. The fact is that Prince
Edward County has basically
sound schools which are constantly being improved upon.
Whatever strengths and weaknesses the county high school has
should show up in its evaluation
this spring by the Southern Association. If the high school is
accredited by this agency (the
same one by which the college is
accredited), it will be, according
to the superintendent of schools,
the only high school thus accredited within a wide radius of
Prince Edward County, including
the privateacademiesinthearea.
Whatever the outcome of the evaluation, some impressive improvements have been made at
the county high school recently,
and it is not the inferior school
the white myth would make of it.
Everyone is entitled to his own
opinion, but is it not an inherent
duty of a public teacher training
institution, and therefore of its
administrators, to promote public education? And doesn't the
statement quoted, in effect, officially write off a public high
school as a lost cause?
Ben Sandidge

'Proper Channels"
Dear Editor,
Perhaps the purpose of the open
forum on judicial procedure was
misunderstood, but most of the
student body was under the impression it was to be a question
and answer period between students and the Judicial Board.
Ultimately, it resembled one of
Dr. Willett's press conferences.
Most assuredly, Dr. Willett
had the right to express his opinions, but one wonders if this gives
him the authority to dominate the
forum. After delivering hisopening remarks, he should have turned the program over to the chairman of the Judicial Board and refrained from answering questions
other than those directed to him
or those the board specifically
requested he answer.
While President Willett's cooperation is necessary, and his
presence adds to the occasion, in
the future the students should be
allowed to direct their questions
to the proper sources of information.
Barbara Radford
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'Lovers And Other Strangers1
Starts Tonight At State Theatre
By SARAH FARRAR
LOVERS AND OTHERSTRANGERS is a funny movie and a
pleasant way to spend a little
under two hours. Written by the
comedy team of Renee Taylor
and Joseph Bologna, it combines
in a film the strengths and weaknesses of a series of interlocked
routines constructed on the spur
of the moment!
Using the impending wedding
of Mike (Michael Brandon) and
Susan (Bonnie Bedelia), a pair
of students who have lived together a year and a half, as its
jumping-off point, the film goes
on to explore the relationships
of various couples. The viewer
discovers the groom's workingclass Italian family and the
bride's ritsy Westchester, New
York one. Mike's mother and
father barely have time to worry
about his wedding, as their older
son is on the verge of breaking
with his wife. Susan's supersophisticated father (Gig Young)
is, when not burning steaks on
the grill, busy cornering his
wife's plump but personable best
friend (Ann Jackson) in the bathroom; and her older sister (Anne
Meara) has a tough time getting
hubby Harry Guardino away from
his exercising and into bed.
The writer's message, as we
are told in no uncertain terms,
is that we're all REALLY strangers no matter how much love
we share. That may very well
be. But if you don't keep that in
ft

mind, you can completely enjoy
a film about at least a half dozen
ridiculous love relationships.
'Physically' speaking, much of
the casting is all wrong. Most
obvious is young Brandon, who
looks about as much as like the
son of Italian parents as comedienne Anne Meara looks like Gig
Young's daughter. But not one
complaint can be lodged against
the acting. Much of the film's
peculiar appeal comes from the
wide spectrum of talent it employs: stage and screen actors,
television personalities, and
nightclub performers all come
together as a delightful group.
As accomplished as they all
are, the picture is robbed by
some relative newcomers. Bob
Dishy is perfect as the playboy
"comes on strong'' usher of the
wedding, playing up to plain
cousin Brenda (Marian Hailey,
whose voice is probably the most
wonderful thing in the movie).
It must be mentioned that Anne
Meara does a brillant job as the
neglected wife. As the groom's
parents, Bea Arthur and Richard Castellano are superb. The
others, like Harry Guardino,
Anne Jackson, and Gig Young,
give mature performances that
keeps LOVERS going, on a scale
between amusing and very funny,
from start to finish!
This delightful flic begins tonight at the State Theater and
runs through Saturday night.

Photo by RwtY

Miss Bedford Is Honored Through Exhibit

BEST SINCE

'IT

— City Esst Magwne
Jostp* I le. 'f ' •

-

A St qe S tit T.f- P'Qjuction

Starts Sunday. March 14.

"THE FUNNIEST
MOVIE I'VE SEEN
THIS YEAR! M
KIND OF MOVIE A
REVIEWER SHOULD
PAY TO SEE! JUST GO,
RUN, TO SEE IT!"
— A/ew York Post

Akira Kurosawa's

RASH0M0N
A masterpiece of the Japanese cinema

Monday, March 15

7:30 P.M.

Donation Appreciated
Refreshments - Discussion Following

Presented by
The Oriental Society
and
k. COLOR

'—

"

The Film Committee

J

liiliiil.ili.iliillif lltii

for the artist March 19, 7 to 9,
Bedford Building.

>'ii. Htr tinM pei onality

Jeffers Auditorium

3PCRC |R| , r£u

New Shipment Of
Lingerie Fabrics
And Trim
SCHEMBER'S

shapes, uses, and visual effect
typify Miss Bedford's controlling
talent in the field ol pottery. The
linear pattern of her earthenware "Vase," (no. 43) is formed
by lines at right angles hi eMB
other which are carefully fu <1
: ' Mn clrculll liape.
Bed! rdreo lv< dbai ks.
degree from the University ol
II and her M.A. d<
from Columbia I- " l.' i College, she tatted it Harvard
one Mmmer i i n Intend ol
(he Carnegie SchoUl Up;
■I 10 I-'-nt III
I
Hampshire, Ohio State I niv<r ty, Guadala ur,i MM ten aiMlMM
I diversity of Tennessee at <<atlinburg.
M . lied lord 'am.- to I 00) ■I In 1028. She became chairman ul the Art Department la
1942 and served in that capacity
until July, 1970. In her time
here. Mis., Bedford has taught
such oovrsee as design, figuredrawing, lettering, art education, ceramics, enamels and general crafl
A great deal of imaginative
thinking and hard working CMM
bined to make Ibis exhibit I
flection
ition
tor Virginia Bedford's life and
work at LflOgWOOd. All

By MARY ANN BENTLEY
"Virginia Bedford: her life
and work at Longwood . . .,"
an honorary exhibit, opens March
10 and continues through the
26th in the Bedford Building Gallery.
Having been transformed into
a glowing maze of panels and
plexiglas, the gallery presents
not only samples of Miss Bedford's fine enamels and pottery
but also an inkling of the artist
and gracious talents vibrate
throughout the show.
TlurU -nine -namels | ,
characterize Miss Bedford's
versatility in the medium. Freeflowing designs, geometrical
shapes, deep earth tones, and
bold hues, combine, contrast,
and complement the nature and
handling of the works. A favorite
object is the delicate "Drinking
Vessel," (no. 9). Its background
of natural copper is highlighted
by a fiery pattern of burnt redorange and vellow-green.
Ceramics is another pedallty
of the artist. Varieties in glazes,
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What Do We Really Know
About The Library?
Dy LYNDA VAN HORN
Locking HM library!'' This is
CM "I HH proposals by the staff
of Lancaster Librarj and HM library committee,
in "lockini HM library" the
downstairs portion of the library
will ba locked brcln all itn \>
and
the Ubrarj to axil
I l I HM Check out desk and
through HM main do
Man) ol HM tecuttj and student
body tool tlut this u justlfii I
sines ■" man] books are missing
each war. Richard Coutour, a
membsi >t HM librarj committee, aaya "I'm in IN I I tins.
Undei Ha i In si
irl
.iir in.I. apt t" iback i»«>k
if HM) I
k."
Another DJU alt) member ol HM
ooinmltti
l
tbii .i .HI 1111—
m iii.iint.iiii. quallt)
Ubrarj uaiiti
sum.' mtnbtrs ol ti»' library

Both Mary Washington and Westhampton Colleges tiave their library systems set up so that anyone entering the library must exit
past the check out desk. Radford
College also has only one exit and
even includes a door guard to insure the checking out of all books.
Improvement Of Library
Facilities

themselves of the library. "The
library is not a catacomb or prison," says Mr. Coutour. "It is an
echo chamber or a hall into the
future." He feels that perhaps the
ROTUNDA can stimulate growth
and interest by providing a semimonthly listing of new books in the
library perhaps with accompanying book reviews. Another member of the committee expressed
her concern about student use of
the library. She did not feel that
enough Students used the library
or even knew how to. She felt the
l*'rcentage of students who take
HM library seriously is very
small.

How HM ,.UI the library be
Changed ami improved? Last year
$59,000 was allocated for in ink
tundi. is tins ei
in
ti» constant growth of both under
luata ami graduate student
'in t.ii ultj member, "He
(Mr. Butter, tin-librarian)makes
tii.' purchases with what hi' ha i Student Use And Suggestions
available. There Is just not
One library staff member
Bey,"
IB tin' state be convinced to ted that she saw the same group
rani more library funds to the
tudenl always using the licollege? Mr. Contour toela that brary. She felt that many of the
tii.' state will give the money If the girls did not know here to look for
faculty ami sbxtem I>*I> push tiT Interaction or whom toapproacii
■ .ii, OOl)
it. Some protestors order i
for help. This i HM purpose of
133 book
numbers of txxiks white of
the library staff. She said, though,
fiuiii tin' stack and only 71 i order relatively none. This tends that some members of the faculty
1.03', iin
t' make the library httVy ill one faeed the .ame difficulties. She
book . Witt sueb .i small par* subji
ii
lacking in thought both faculty members ami
run
. ,i,' ttnfl n
another. Mr, i outour adds tiut students should take it upon themU I "(.ill
selves to explore the library and
the Ubrarj la always .iskm
[ins Dumber only n ;
. "Whan to ask tin Ubrarj
its, however, tii"-" t»>"k
help in finding any materials.
you have .i tecultj a
tuallj reported lost, Hnci Ua n more books, HM state li going to
There are >1 i indents who
i :
i inventoi
u Hie money."
' 'i Hi Ubrarj
books, it is mi
The Students must push for bet- Improvements, one angered stuaibM t" determine bow manj voU ter i
dent thouidit it ruli
have
kswelllftbslibi
uns
i to grow. M
i the li- to wait until 10:30 to check out
This
nmonamong brary committee and library stall periodical.-. She felt this rule
i oUst .■ throughout die state. do not feel that the students avail promoted the "borrowing" of

these magazines and journals.
Another student had similar
views and suggested a more frequent sorting of the magazine
collections. She commented on
the almost "impossible" task of
finding a popular magazine published within the last five years.
A faculty member also complained of this problem. She felt the
shelves should be checked and
sorted more often to prevent
students from "hiding" books
and periodicals.
Still another student suggested
tliat the check out system might
be automated speeding up library procedures. The major problem in this area is that the cost
is so great to instill such a program. William and Mary CoUege
is currently considering such a
program. In an arUcle in the
FLAT HAT the WiUiam and Mary
coUege in
is quoted, "It
is the general opinion that a library with annual circulation of
100,000 can seriously consider
the use of automated equipment."
Again the problem in installation
In m a lack of funds. The article goes on to say, "the needs are
apparent but money is tight in the
. I mincing is holding us
back." Longwood, however, does
not have that kind of book turnover. In the 1969-1970 school
year, ml] 48,380 books were
checked out with only a 2.4 , increase over the previous year.
Three other state schools were
asked how they handle their check
out problem. Of the three schools

contacted — Mary Washington,
Radford, and Westhampton —only
Westhampton uses an automated
checking system which they have
found "very successful."
Establishing An Archive
Several tacuity members are
also interested in restoring the
archives of the library. This
could be a place where literary
and art treasures of the area
could be displayed and stored.
Mr. Coutour is especially interested in this area. He feels
that Longwood lias the chance to
become a "repository for Southside Virginia." There are papers, maps, and paintings In this
area that simply have no place
for storage. He says that this
could be a great advantage to
Longwood's graduate program.
He goes on to say, "Some genuine
effort should be made on this
point. The lack of concern is due
partly to a lack of funds." He
suggested perhaps that alumni be
approached and a fund established
for the maintenance of an ar"S program.
Most people interested in the
library are quick to note the nun>
improvements that have occurred
within the last few years. A vast
number of books and mate)
liave been ordered through the library. If the library is to continue
to offer the best services to the
Longwood students and Farm ville
community, then it must continue
to grow and advance.

I
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Bridgewater Defeats LC In Semifinals
Bridgewater College defeated
Longwood in the semifinals of
the basketball tournament by a
score of 43-31. The tournament
was held at Lynchburg College
last weekend.
Longwood, who went to the
tournament with a record of eight
wins and one lose, defeated Virginia Commonwealth University
in the quarter finals with a score
of 51-44.
Individual points in that game
were:
Margaret Lowry
13
Sue Manahan
5
Uottie Bohannon
11
Nanette Fisher
_22
TOTAL 51
Longwood's team had been suffering due to the injury of one of
their key players, Sue Manahan.
However, she played in the third
quart>i i ii-1 managed to pick up
five points, but also managed to
reinjure her knee. Tlie second
injury prevented her from playing in any more of the tournament games.
Longwood then advanced to the
semifinals where they played

Bridgewater and were defeated
by a score of 43-31.
Coach Jean Smith commented
that the one main reason for the
defeat was "inexperience verses
experience." "We made a lot of
mistakes that showed the results
of pressure on a young team,"
she stated. The LC varsity team
was composed of two juniors,
three sophomores, and four
freshmen, as compared to
Bridgewater's team which included mostly seniors who had
worked together for four years.
Miss Jean Smith commented
that they had defeated Bridgewater earlier in the season, but
had had the luck of playing on
their own court and had had the
playing ability of Sue Manahan.
She was exceptionally pleased
witli freshman Lucy Sale. "Lucy
started in the Bridgewater game,
showed her true ability, and played a really good game," stated
Miss Smith.
Individual scores were:
Margaret Lowry
Dottie Bohannon

8
6

Nanette Fisher
Janet Ford
TOTAL

14
_3
31

Bridgewater ended up loosing
to Westhampton in the finals
game held Saturday night.
Coach Smith's comments on
the overall season were: "Considering the inexperience of a
young team, and my being a
new coach in a new situation, I
am very pleased with the season. Of course, I would have
liked it to have been much more,
but I'm satisfied with how it
turned out. It was definitely nothing to gripe about. I think I had
a very good group of students
with whom to work."
One extra highlight of the trip
to Lynchburg was the selection
of an All-Star Tournament Team.
Longwood was indeed honored by
having freshman Nanette Fisher
chosen as a member of the AllStar team. Selection was based
on the player's performance during the tournament game, and
players were chosen by a selected panel of judges.

I.oni:wood's Varsity loam has had a good season with a
final record of right wins and one loss.

Red Croat Often
>X ater Safely Clinic
At Roanoke College

*

-

■
J
l.oiiRwood's Faye Inn-am makes a quirk parry to prevent
a touch from being scored against her in a recent bout

Fencers Lose To Radford
End Season With 4-2 Record
The Longwood Fencing Team
lost their last meet of the season as they were defeated 15-10
by Radford College. The meet
was held in French Gym before
a good crowd of well wishers.
The team started the meet off
relatively well and held their own
as their lead kept shifting bud .
However, toward the end, it was
all down hill for the LC team.
Again, some of the team members failed to come alive and
this lead to their eventual loss.
Joanne Canada and Temple Harvey lead their team, each winning four out of their five bouts.
Mary Baldwin and Janice Russell
each won one bout to bring the
final score for Longwood to 10
wini. Although Faye Ingram
scored no wins, she showed much
skill and determination and gave
the Radford girls a hard fight.
The meet was fenced electrically
and was directed by Peter Lynne
of Lynchburg College.
Although the actual season is
over, the girls have high hopes
for the Intercollegiant Tournament to be held this week end in
Her Gym starting at 9o'clock,on
Saturday morning, March 13.

In an effort to upgrade the
safety and operational standards
of commercial pools in our area,
the Roanoke Valley Red Cross,
in cooperation witli the local
Health Department, is sponsoring
a free Safety Clinic for Lifeguards and Pool Operators. This
Clinic will be held at Roanoke
College, Salem, Virginia, on
March 20, 1971, from 9 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m.
The following subjects will be
covered during the day:
9:00 a.m.-12:00 Noon - LIFEGUARDING:
Legal Responsibilities
Rules & Discipline
Techniques of Guarding
Poolside First Aid
1:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m. - POOL
OPERATIONS:
Legal Responsibilities
State & Local Laws
Water Quality Standards
Equipment Operation & Maintenance
Sanitation of Pool and Bathroom
This traini
■ n required
by many pool operators for employment at their pool. Certificates wiU In' issued for
attendance at this Clinic,
Interested persons may enroU

Longwood will have three teams
entered. Coach Sally Bush feels
the teams should do very well in
the tournament competition.
The student body is invited to
come and watch and cheer on the
LC team. It should prove to be an in thli Clinic bj writing tnnRotnoke Valley Red Cross, 352
Interesting experience.
Church Ave., S.W., Roanoke, Va.,
or by telephoning 345-7383.

Swimmers prepare for the watershow "Ripples In Time"
to be presented during Founder's Day Weekend.

VIRGINIA NATIONAL
BANk
Formvillc, Va.
Two Convenient Locotions
• Longwood Office
Across from Formvillc
Shopping Center
• Main Office
Corner of Third &
Main Streets
Wc Welcome Student
Accounts

By - Pass
Swim Test

VIRGINIA
NATIONAL
BANK
FARMVILLt. VA.

Tues. 1 O'clock
Intercollegiant

March 23M.

Fencing
Tournament

(1 Block From Hospital)

NEWMAN'S
MEN'S & WOMEN'S

Saturday
March 13™
This is the form that helped
Longwood defeat Stratford (ollege in a recent meet.

Her Gym

Carter's
Flower Shop

SPORTSWEAR
Across From Courthouse

West on Buffalo Street
4 Blocks from Rotundo
The Oldest, Lar
Most Modern
Up-To-Datc Ft
Within 50 M

111 Main St.

4 Designers
Serve You

Farmvillc, Va.

Telephone 392

it,
d
tt

51
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Argentine Troup Performs
Native Productions Tonight
By SUSAN SMITH
ted by the Longwood Col- the best French actors and
lege Foreign Language Depart- actresses.
The young Argentine actress
ment, a touring Argentine theatrical group will present, in Beatriz Matar, has received sevEnglish, a program describing eral awards for her acting in
the evolution of the Argentine movies and the theater. She gradtheater tonight at 7:30 in Bed- uated from the National School
ford Auditorium.
of Dramatic Art. On television
Director Luis Saslavsky will she has appeared in plays by
give an introduction showing a Noel Coward, Shakespeare and
view of Argentina and her people noted Argentine playwrights. She
by discussing plays performed is the author of a book of poetry,
in Buenos Aires from 1870 until a theatrical play and songs of
now. To show the evolution of movies. She also teaches memcustoms and characters, the ac- bers of the Municipal Ballet of
tors, Beatriz Matar and Duilio the San Martin Theater in Buenos
Marzio, will perform scenes Aires.
from these plays.
After studying law Duilio MarLuis Saslavsky has studied zio found his inborn talent for
painting in Paris, and worked as acting. The leading man in 25
a movie critic at home and in films, he was awarded ArgenHollywood. Later he directed an tina's Best Acting Award foe his
amateur group that was to be- role in "Yesterday was Spring."
come a successful professional On stage he has performed in 33
cast. His second attempt at movie plays by prominent playwrights.
direction, "The Closed Door" Marzio was President of the
was successful. After a series Argentine Actors' Association
of important films in Argentina, for four years.
he made several films starring

The "Natural Wildlife" will play for a mixer in the Commons Room on March 13 from 9 to 1. Admission will be $1.00
The group will play psychedelic music, also rock. "Natural
Wildlife" is from Richmond and have hacked up many leading
groups in concert including "Chicago."

Vandalism in Dorms Occuring

Judicial System At Area

Hut INot Prevalent

Colleges Improving

By VALERIE BLANKS
Several acts of vandalism have feelings about the incidents, said,
occurred in Longwood College "I'm really hurt by what has hapdormitories in recent weeks, witli pened, and I can't understand the
Wheeler dormitory suffering the motive behind it."
most.
Mrs. Ordeau, head resident in
Two or three weeks ago an ex- Tabb, stated that some boys clospouivt flower arrangement, ed themselves In a telephone
which had been in the Wheeler booth about six weeks ago and
parlor for eight years, was torn removed the phone from the wall.
apart. Two acts of violence took Some '' suspicious looking" water
place last week which shocked was also found in the bottom of
Mrs. Baber, the housemother. A the booth, but she is not positive
floor lamp and two table lamps, as to what it was and considers
which she liad bought, were stol- the incident unimportant, but emen from the study room on Feb- barrassing.
ruary 25. The lamps were apparMrs. Crandle, head resident in
ently lifted through a window aft- Curry, reported that a mirror in
er the screen was removed. It the men's room had been broken,
must have happened after curfew but added that there are "no
Uaiise of the presence of girls perfect people" and the boys are
in Hie room. Two couches in the usually nice. Linda St. John, asparlor were apparently slashed sistant head resident in Frazer,
with a penknife in several places reported tliat some foul language
on the following Sunday night be- has been scratched on the paneling in the dorm, but that no other
tWOM 1:30 in.l 12:30.
Mrs. KII.T, in conveying her vandalism had occurred.

McCRAW CLASS

PANCAKE SUPPER
WITH

JESSE JONES SAUSAGE
"ALL YOU CAN EAT"

SAT., MARCH 13,1971
:>::«) To 7-.:t0 P.M.

FARMVILLE METHODIST CHURCH

SOCIAL HALL
ADl'LTS - $1.00

U'HII.DRKN &
- 75c
iSTl'DENTS

Free Cotton Candy for the Kiddies

By STEPHANIE SIVERT
How does Judicial Board case
procedure at Longwood compare

Conference Thursday
On W & M Campus
The Student Association at the
College of William and Mary are
co-sponsoring with the Williamsburg Moratorium Committee and
the Free University Counter Conference on Peace and Justice to
be held March 11, 1971, on the
William and Mary campus. The
conference is scheduled to coincide with the opening day of
the National Conference on the
Judiciary in Williamsburg which
includes a major address by
President Richard M. Nixon.
When asked what the purpose
of the Peace and Justice Day is,
Suzanne Bisset, one of the coordinators, responded that "it is
to consider an alternative view of
peace and justice at an open conference where people can express a variety of opinions. According to Suzanne, "One of
the major focuses of Peace and
Justice Day is to promote the
NSA People's Peace Treaty in
the Williamsburg area and
throughout the state."
Speakers at the Counter Conference who have agreed to attend include Hennie Davis, Chicago Seven defendant and organizer of the People's Coalition for
Peace and Justice; John Froines,
another of the Chicago defen(i.ints; Allen Ginsberg, poet; Don
Gurewitz, National Executive
Secretary of the Student Mobilization Committee; Dave Ifshin,
President of the National Student Association; Andy Stapp,
American Servicemen's Union,
and Leonard Weinglass, lawyer
for the Chicago conspiracy trial.
In addition to the Peace and
Justice group, a group of students for Peace with Freedom
will be on hand at the Conference. The group feels that "the
much heralded Committee for
Peace and Justice does not repot all the students at William and Mary," and
that the ' vocal left" represents
the views of a minority of students on the college campuses
across the nation.

to the judicial system proceedings at similar women's colleges throughout the state? In an
attempt to answer this question,
the chairmen of the judiciary
committees at Radford College,
Mary Washington College and
Randolph-Macon Women's Colleges, were contacted this week
and asked to explain how their
judicial systems operate, if they
felt a majority of the student
body was satisfied with the present system and if not, what changes were being made to improve
the system.
At Radford College, a teacher
training Institute similar to
Longwood, the judiciary system
consists of an Honor Code composed of 2-3 elected representatives from each of the four classes plus a representative from
the CoUege's day students. If a
student sees an infraction of the
Honor Code, she reports the incident to the chairman of the Honor
Code. The chairman thereby appoints a member of the Court to
investigate the situation to determine if a cliarge should be
made. If a student is accused of
committing an infraction against
the Honor Code, she has from
3-5 days to prepare her case
before she must appear before
the Court.
The accused student may enlist
the help of any member of the
underi'1'.i'liute student body to
aid her in her defense. She may
also ask three witnesses of her
choosing, from within the student body or outside the college
community, to testify to her character. After she has prepared
her case, the defendant and the
counseling student, as well as
the student who las brought the
charges against her, appear together before the court to present
their case. In this way, the defendant is allowed to question
and refute some of the information she may feel to be misinterpreted. After hearing the evidence, the court retires to decide the verdict. In some cases,
to insure absolute impartiality,
the chairman may invite two
students to sit in on judicial
proceedings as guest jurists.
(Continued on Page 8)

Legislative
A list of the revised Alcohol
rules was submitted to the let i lative board to be voted on at the
next meeting.
It was decided that the next
meeting of Legislative Board be
held in the Gold Room so that
more students would be able tc
come to the meeting to discuss
Handbook changes.
The date for the Student Government Open Forum will be
March 16, at 7:30.
There will be an American and
State flag put up between Curry
and Frazier dormitories.
Judicial
1. A member of the Longwood
student body has been placed on
social probation until June 1971
for violating dating rule 4a.
2. A member of the Longwood
student body has been placed on
general probation for the remainder of her time at Longwood for
falsification of records.

L.C Sponsors
Forensic Tournament

On March 13
By VICKI BOWLING
Students from 43 high schools
all over Virginia will compete
in the Longwood College Invitational Forensic Tournament to
be held on campus March 13.
The contest is sponsored by
Longwood CoUege under the administration of Mr. T. C. Dalton, Director of Special Services, Mrs. Nancy Anderson's403
Oral Interpretation Class, Miss
Linda McCathney, a graduate student, and Junior Pat Necessary.
More than 100 Longwood students, professors, and townspeople will participate in the allday affair. They will be at the
registration desk, serve as
guides or judges, or tabulate results.
There are several categories
in which the contestants may participate, including dramatic
monologue, soliloquy, spelling,
oratory, extemporaneous speaking, prose and poetry (both prepared and sight readings), and
debate.
The contest will begin at 8:30
a.m. for debate and 10:00 a.m.
for the other groups. All are
invited to attend.

St. Patrick's
Day
Novelties
Special Sale
On Longwood
Stationery
LANSCOTT'S
Spend an unforgettable

SEMESTER VI si \
on the former
Ql I IN ELIZABI III

\t-» lowtl ratts; full iredil (or
.ourst's Writi lo<l.i\ lor details

from WorM Craoai tloat, < hap
man CoNtfjc, loa ( ( ih. Oraagc,
( V <)26t.r>

Colleges In
The News

From The Land Of Oz

PUBLICATION FROM THE
LAND OF OZ, the new literary
magazine published by HampdenSydney and Longwood students,
will go on sa le at the end of this
Apathy Defeats
week. Edited by a group known
W&L Constitution
as "The Family," the eight-page
LEXINGTON - An attempt to bimonthly magazine will provide
ratify a new student body consti- an outlet for literary and artistution was defeated recently at tic expression not offered in any
W&L due to student apathy in of the schools' present publicathe election. Fifty percent of tions.
The Longwood print shop will
the students enrolled must vote
in order to approve a change, supply 1,000 copies at the staffs
but only 43rc of the students took expense. The $40-$50 printing
part in the election. The new expenses should be met in part
constitution would have estab- through sales.
"The Family" insists that Oz
lished two equal branches, a legislative body and Honor Court, is not intended to rival any presto replace the old system of ent publication on either campus.
having one branch with legisla- Since it is to include literature,
tive, administrative and judicial art, photography, and music,
competition would seem to exist.
powers.
When the editors of Longwood's
publications were approached
5th Dimension to Perform
:oncerning Oz, they responded
RICHMOND - VCU will be optimistically. Cookie HowelL,
hosting the 5th Dimension Fri- editor of THE VIRGINIAN, comday, March 12, at 9 p.m. in its mented, "The function of the
new gymnasium. The popular
group will be appearing after
Booklet Concerning
recently performing at the White
Birth Control Being
House for President Nixon and
Reviewed By Deans
the governors of the states. Tickets will cost $3.50 for VCU
By PATRICIA THOMPSON
students and $5.50 for others.
ELEPHANTS
AND BUTTERThe stubs will be good for the
FLIES, written by three medical
Charlie Byrd Concert March 14. students and a doctor, is a bookU. Vo. To Tronifer
Two Colleges

CHARLOTTESVILLE - Patrick Henry College and the Eastern Shore branch of U. Va. will
be turned over to the state next
year to be operated under the
community college system.
President Edgar F. Shannon said
tliat the university should not
try to duplicate the system maintained in the community colleges. Dr. Shannon also emphasized that U. Va. would be able
to concentrate more on its fouryear colleges, Mary Washington
College, George Mason College
and Clinch Valley College, and
its graduate programs.
Fan Free Clinic
Overwhelming Success

RICHMOND-a free clinic has
been established in the Fan district to provide medical treatment for those who cannot otherwise afford it. Doctors, nurses
and councilors, totaling a staff
of fifty, donate their time, free
of charge, to keep the clinic open
two nights a week. The clinic
has been a great success in that
it has treated more than 1,100
patients since Oct. 1. Although
the public health department
covers some costs, the bulk of
support comes from contribution. The clinic was established
to deal with a wide area of medical needs, but Dr. Charles Thomas, chairman of the board of
directors, admits that 50% of
the clinic's work concerns girls
seeking information on birth control and abortion.
Wircha Plane
Crash Avoidable

WASHINGTON - The National
Transportation Safety Board has
revealed that the crash which
killed 31 persons going to a
Wichita State football game could
have been avoided if the pilot had
realized a minute sooner that lie
was flying into a box canyon.
The plane was 5,165 pounds over
its weight limit when it left
Denver and the crew did not know
the capabilities of the plane. The
crash occurred Oct. 2 while the
team and supporters were traveling to Logan, Utah, for a game.

let dealing with the growing problem of unwanted pregnancy and
the need for birth control among
today's college students.
With a frank, easy to read
style, ELEPHANTS AND BUTTERFLIES gives general information about male and female
physiology. It provides specific
information about birth control
methods - their availability, effectiveness, reasons for failure,
and cost. The booklet also presents the indications of pregnancy, abortions, veneral disease, and, in each case, lists
agencies and individual doctors
who can help with these problems.
Ten thousand copies of ELEPHANTS AND BUTTERFLIES
were first released on the campus of UNC at Chapel Hill on
October 12, 1970. Five days later
all had been sold.
After three weeks of negotiations with the proper authorities
at Hampden-Sydney, interested
students received approval for
the booklet to be distributed
there. They now have 200 copies
available and are working to
compose a local fact sheet indicating the availability of contraceptives and medical advice
locally. The booklet has been
presented to members of ttie
administration at Longwood and
is presently being reviewed and
considered by several deans and.
the president for possible distribution here.
Working on the Hampden-Sydney campus with this booklet is
Charles Llewellyn, a representative of the Outsider's Club.
The Outsider's Club is affiliated
with ECOS in Chapel Hill, and
is also working through Planned
Parenthood, the Public Health
Department Bureau of Family
Planning in Richmond, and student ministries on campus.
Takey Crist, M.D., who col-,
laborated in the writing of ELEPHANTS AND BUTTERFLIES,
wrote in the conclusion, "I hope
this booklet will help. It was
written by students not to promote promiscuity, but rather,
in recognition of the fact that
many young people are risking
pregnancy, and in hope of increasing their individual and social responsibility. The language
is theirs, the questions are
theirs, and the answers are
theirs."

yearbook is well defined, and
there is little chance that the Oz
objectives will overlap into yearbook format." Childrey Farber,
editor of the GYRE, Longwood's
literary magazine, does not feel
that the PUBLICATION FROM
THE LAND OF OZ "will hurt
the quality of material that is
being turned into the GYRE."
When Lise Worthington, editor of
THE ROTUNDA was asked what
her opinion of the upcoming publication was, she said, "Oz, if
handled properly, could be a very
effective supplement to journalistic efforts on both campuses."
More than just a publication,
"The Family" says, "OZ is a
state of mind."

An Invitation From
The Colonnade Club
Longwood College Colonnade
Club invites students to attend
their meeting Thursday, March
11, at 8 p.m., in the ABC room
of Lankford Building. La Marick
Beauty System, Inc., of Charlotte, N. C, will have their supervisor of the Richmond Wig
Hut, Miss Kathee Eckman, and
two assistants demonstrate the
styling and care of wigs. A question and answer period will follow the demonstration. At the
close of the meeting, wigs may
be purchased by those interested.
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David Frost Host
Of Ecology Panel
At Richmond Forum
By LYNNE PIERCE
David Frost, television host
and interviewer, appeared at the
Mosque in Richmond, Saturdayevening, to moderate two panel
discussions on the topic "Man
Versus Environment." The discussions concerned ecological
problems around the country and
their solutions, with particular
emphasis on the ecology movement in Virginia.
In discussing the population
problem, Ben Wattengerg, an
ecologist, stated he believed that
this country is not over crowded
and is in no danger of being so
and Charles Howard of Planned
Parenthood maintained that "accidents cause children."
Ecological Activist Newton Ancarrow pointed out that anti-pollution methods are not as expensive as most people belive and
can often be profitable. Virginia,
due to its late entrance into the
American economy, has an advantage over other areas and may
be able to avoid some problems.

March 10. 1971

Judge Rules
(Continued from Page 2)
may not set space limitations
on that forum which would interfere with protected speech."
The primary contention of the
defendants (the college administration and faculty adviser) was
that the ARROW was not in fact
a free student newspaper but an
"instructional tool," to be controlled ultimately by the administration. They based this contention on the use of state funds
to support the newspaper.
Judge Arraj, however, noted,
"We appreciate that school officials have authority to prescribe and control conduct in
the schools, but this auttiority
must be exercised so as not to
intrude on fundamental constitutional rights."
According to Trujillo's attorney, American Civil Liberties
Lawyer Robert Boons, the college administration, and Colorado state attorneys who defended them, found an inconsistency
between the newspaper used as
as a teaching tool and the newspaper used as a free forum for
student opinion.

What you should know about diamonds
when you know it's for keeps

You've dreamed .I1I.HU your
diamond engagement ting a thousand times. Rut now that you
know it's for keeps, it's time to
stop dreaming and start learning
about diamonds and their value
Hi. HIM no two diamonds
arc exactly alike, jewelers have
adopted exacting statulards to determine the relative value of eadi
and every diamond in the world.
These standards include a diamond's siic (carat weight), color,
mi and clarity.
Although it I impoitant to
know the fails about diamonds,
MHI i.ii.unh don'I haw- to he an
i \|M II I., iboost .i Keepsake Dii
moml Ring . . . IKI .IIIM' krrpsakr
guaratlIttS I diamond of line while
color, correct col and perfect darns oi replacement usured The famous Kccpsak?certificate pmwdes
permanent registration, trade-in
value anil protection against loss

Private Enterprise
More Important
Than People
By LYNNE PIERCE
Bernadette Devlin, the socialistic member of Parliament
from Northern Ireland, spoke on
the development of violence and
prejudices in Ireland and the
United States at Randolph-Macon Women's College Saturday
night. Miss Devlin cited examples
from the histories and present
systems of both countries to
prove that their problems are
very similar. One of her main
points was that present conflicts
are due to the unequal distribution of economic resources,
in which 5% of the populations
In both nations control the
wealth. In order to alleviate this
problem, Miss Devlin proposed
that the people force the government to take some of this money
from "the haves" and distribute
it among "the have-nots."

Rochette fs
|jj Florist

nf iii.HI

is from the sitting.

( oi < iR: Fine white diamonds are
quite rare and valued aaotdingly.
other ihadei In relative order of
their worth are: blue, yellow,
blown anil black.
CUT: The cut of a diamond—the
tacetl placed on it by a trained
Ctllter—brings out the gem's Inland brilliance Anything less than
correct <ui reduces beauty, William i and mint
CLARITV: Determined bj the absence Of small iuipiiiiiiis \ pet
feet diamond lias no impurities
when examined under ten pawn
magnification by a trained I fl
CARAT: A diamond's siic is
measured In carats. As a diamond
increase! In sute, us puce will
increase even moie if the quality
remains constant. Rut larger dia
in..mis ol inferior quality may ac
nulls be woith less than smaller,
perfect diamonds.

Viiui Kci paste |i at k i has
a complete selection of new styles
lbs III ilu Yellow Pages under
'Jewelers." Or, dial free clay or
night long distance HDO L'U-OOOO.
III ( onncctkut, tall 800-94!

Keepsake'
■EOlSltKID

OIAMONO HINOI

MOW TO PLAN YOl.'R ENGAGEMENT AM) WEDDING
Send new 20 pg booklet, Claiming Youi Engagement and Wedding"
|>lus full mini fiilili l anil 1 1 pg iiinli 1 Hook gift offer all for only T.<
S 71
NtMtb
» ] |M

Rochie W. Allen
Manager
"Flowers For All
Occasion'
Phone 392 4154
Farmvillc, Va. 23901

e.
l.m

KEEPSAKE, BOX 'to, SVR W t si , NEW YORK 1S20I
liigi (torn SIOO 'o 110.000 T-«d« M.rt lam. A. H. fond Co.
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Judicial System Improving
(Continued from Page 6)
not feel that that was necessary.
They help evaluate the evidence Since people are naturally nerand vote on the verdict. The vous at times like these anychairman has no vote. If, after way, she felt that an informal
a decision has been made the atmosphere was best. At the
student thinks she has been treat- present time, the appeal sysed unjustly, she can appeal her tem consists of an appeal to the
case to the Court.
college president but plans are
Concerning changes in the being made to change this method
present system, Honor Court of appeal.
Chairman, Lynn Snyder, said that
The Joint Council is the main
there may be some changes made judiciary body at Mary Washconcerning the role of the guest ington. It consists of three facjurists but other than that no ulty members and five students.
drastic changes are planned. She The features of their system
felt that the majority of Radford
students appeared to be satisfied
with the judicial system.
While Radford's judicial system is similar in some respects
to Longwood's. Randolph-Macon's Judiciary Committee offers some different alternatives
to both systems. The Judiciary
Committee, headed by a student
chairman, consists of the President of the College, two deans,
an elected faculty member, and
representatives from the Senior, Junior, and Sophomore
classes as well as the Student
Government President.
When an infraction of the Honor
Code is reported, it Is the duty
of the Judiciary Chairman, with
the aid of the Dean of Students,
to investigate and present her
Bndinga to the Committee. Both
the student who is charged and
tin person who accuses tier must
appear before the JudiciaryCommittee. If the person who makes
the accusation against a student
refuses to face this student before the Committee, the case is
refused and is not tried. Elizabeth T. Herbert, Chairman of
the Judiciary Committee, said
that she felt that it was the responsibility of the student bringing forth the charges to confront
the student she was accusing.
She also explained that at R-M
there is no precedent for punishment. Each case is considered individually. There is no
el punishment lor different offenses. When asked if the Committee wore a special attire
i as black robes when they
met she answered tliat they did

that distinguish it from the previous two systems are that the
accused can enlist the help of
anyone from the academic community to aid her in her defense.
Also, when called before the
Council, the defendant has the
right to cross-examine the student who has brought the charges against her. Susan Cottingham, Chairman of the Joint Council, said that this enables the
defendant to correct any misinterpreted impressions or to challenge any exaggerated remarks.
At Mary Washington the defendant
has 3-7 days to prepare her
case. She may also invite, with
the consent of the chairman, up
to 25 of her friends to the judicial proceedings. These proceed-

ings at Mary Washington are
also conducted in an informal
atmosphere. Since many changes
in the judicial system at Mary
Washington were instituted recently, no new changes are expected in the immediate future.
The girls questioned at each
school felt that their system of
judicial procedure suited the
needs of the students at their
schools but each one agreed that
they would always be willing to

improve the system if the majority of the student body felt
that change was necessary.

Classified Ads
WANTED: House or Apartment
to rent beginning May or June;
Contact CjMTly PjggJgjgM
FOR SALE; Kindness 20 Instant
Hairsetter. Excellent condition
$14.00. Call 392-6953

Concert Choir
Preparing For
Founders Day
Dr. John W. Molnar, head of
the Music Department at Longwood, lias been rehearsing the
Concert Choir in preparation for
the upcoming Founder's Day activities. In addition to performing at the dedicatory services on
Saturday, March 20, the Choir
will present a concert of sacred
and secular music on Fridav
night, March 19.
Other IVtOtl IChsdUlSd that
week end by the Music Department include I program given
by a guest high school choral
group, | tea for Sigma Alplia
Iota alumnae, and tours through
the new music builduii'. I'm
visitors.
C
D(
MARGARET'S
FLORAL GIFTS
"Unique Gifts
To Please The
Young At Heart"
04 East Third Street
Phone 392 3559
Western Union
Services Also

Thermo-Jac Terrific Terries.
TJ talks total terry! Soft, plush cotton terry knit tops and shorts ... and for springy stretch in TJ's
flare-legged pull-on pants—cotton/nylon terry knit.
Solids: white, navy, yellow, red. light blue. Rich club stripes: navy, yellow, red. light blue with
white. All machine washable. S-M-L. Fun-bird monster top $10.00 Pants: solid $11.00 striped
$12.00 Shorts: solid $7.00; striped $8.00. Short-sleeve tops: solid $7.00; striped $8.00'
Sleeveless tops: solid 56.00; striped $7.$0. Tank top, striped only $7.50-

tulrtr Jtaafymt pout
For an experience in clothing
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Located directly behind the State Theatre
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